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Global WebSite description

1- All text include in Favizone web site :

Boost your e-commerce success with personalization
Deliver personalized product recommendations to your customers across all website
pages, templated email campaigns, and email marketing automation, targeting each
customer at the optimal moment. With Favizone's AI-powered turnkey solution,
increase your e-commerce conversion rates, cart value, and purchase recurrence.

Upselling on Product Pages:

Increase Your Average Order Value with Upselling! By displaying upsell offers on
product pages that are tailored to your customers' interests, you'll encourage them to
upgrade their purchase and ultimately increase your average order value.

Cross-Selling with Complementary Product Placement:

Maximize Your Revenue with Cross-Selling! Our smart cart and post-purchase page
suggest complementary products that pair well with your customers' selections,
leading to increased cart value and more revenue per transaction.

Tailored Best-Sellers, New Arrivals, and Promotions:

Drive More Sales with Personalized Collections! By providing your customers with
tailored collections of best-sellers, new arrivals, and promotions based on their
interests, you'll increase their engagement with your site and drive more sales.

Alternative Items on Error Pages and Empty Searches:

Retain Customers and Increase Sales with Alternative Options! When customers
land on error pages or empty search results, they can quickly become frustrated and
leave your site. But with Favizone's alternative item suggestions, you'll retain those
customers and potentially convert them into sales.

Personalized Product Recommendations:

Boost Your Sales with Personalized Product Recommendations! Favizone's
innovative technology analyzes your customers' browsing and purchasing behavior to
recommend products that align with their interests and preferences. With
personalized product recommendations, you'll increase customer satisfaction and
drive more sales.



Recommend products based on behavior such as past purchases, as well as
predicted interests and even let shoppers pick up right where they left.
favizone
Recommend products based on behavior such as past purchases, as well as
predicted interests and even let shoppers pick up right where they left off with last
mile persistent browsing history recommendations.
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Increase your basket average size with Favizone's powerful product recommendation engine

Favizone makes it easy to recommend the right products to the right shoppers.

Reduce Bounce Rate with Persona-lized Recommendations

Keep your customer on your site longer with our prebuilt features, such as hot products,

order-based recommendations, visitor click history, and best cross-sell products, ensuring

relevance across the buyer journey while boosting your conversions.

Cross-Selling with Complementary

Product Placement Our smart cart and post-purchase page suggest complementary

products that pair well with your customers' selections, leading to increased cart value and

more revenue per transaction.Sell Higher Margin Products in Every Opportunity to Upsell

By displaying upsell offers on product pages that are tailored to your customers' interests,

you'll encourage them to upgrade their purchase and ultimately increase your average order

value.



Alternative Items on Error Pages and Empty Searches

When customers land on error pages or empty search results, they can quickly become

frustrated and leave your site. But with Favizone's alternative item suggestions, you'll retain

those customers and potentially convert them into sales.

Increase repeat purchases with Last viewed items

Recommend products based on behavior such as past purchases, as well as predicted

interests and even let shoppers pick up right where they left off with last-mile persistent

browsing history recommendations.

Tailored Best-Sellers, New Arrivals, and Promotions:

Favizone recommendation Engine goes beyond generic recommendations and offers

tailored best-sellers, new arrivals, and promotions based on each shopper's unique behavior

allowing you to increase customer satisfaction.

Agile recommendation testing

Customize the recommendation widget's design, location, and strategy to fit into your

website, and continuously test and optimize every element.

Insert recommendations across all pages

Our Plug and Play feature allow you strategically place recommendations in different

sections of your website.

Preview Mode

Easily preview the results of your recommendations on your live store for instant quality

assurance.

favizone

Favizone is an advanced AI-powered turnkey solution designed to enhance the performance

of e-commerce businesses. With its personalized product recommendation capabilities,

templated email campaigns, and email marketing automation, Favizone aims to boost

e-commerce conversion rates, increase average cart value, and encourage repeat

purchases.
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Maximize Your Marketing Potential with Favizone email marketing solution.

Elevate your ecommerce store with dynamic email automations and personalized

campaigns. Unlock the potential of our email marketing to drive revenue, save time, and

achieve exceptional results.

Boost conversions with strategic Marketing Automation

Experience the power of automation with favizone' all-in-one automation solution. Whether

you need to recover abandoned carts, reactivate dormant customers, re-engage website

visitors, follow up with post-purchase emails, prompt replenishment and repurchase, or

recover browse abandonment, Favizone will handle it all for you.

Amplify your reach with personalised campaigns

Create highly targeted email campaigns that drive engagement and conversions with

Favizone's email marketing module. Our solustion easy-to-use and pre-built email templates

that can be customized to match your brand and cater to your customers' preferences and

purchasing behavior history.

Achieve Email Success with a Strategic Sending Approach

Elevate your email marketing strategy by implementing Favizone's Email sendning strategy.

Optimise the frequency and timing of your emails to maintain consistent engagement without

overwhelming your subscribers.

Plans & Pricing

Lite

19/mo



START FREE

Up to 10k recommendations

All pages recommendations

Prebuilt & customized templates

Personalized Recommendation

Live preview

Online support

30-Day free trial

Premium

49/mo

START FREE

Up to 40 000 recommendations

Everything in FREE Plan plus:

Managed support

30-Day free trial

Expert

99/mo

START FREE

Up to 100 000 recommendations

Everything in FREE Plan plus:

Free custom template

Dedicated support

30-Day free trial

CUSTOM

More than 100,000 recommendations?

Create a plan that's tailored to your specific needs!

Plans & Pricing

Lite



Recommended for growing businesses to boost their sales

$ 19 /mo

START FREE

Up to 5 000 emails

Online email's template builder

Sales & analytics dashboard

Pre-built automations & campaigns

Personalized Recommendations

Instant Preview

Online support

Premium

Recommended for growing businesses to boost their sales

$ 49 /mo

START FREE

Everything in Premium Plan plus:

Up to 40 000 recommendations

Managed support

Expert

Recommended for big businesses to hit maximum of performance

$ 99 /mo

SIGN UP

Everything in Premium Plan plus:

Up to 50 000 emails

Custom email templates

Managed support



CUSTOM

Ability to create and customize the plan the best fits your needs

NAN

CONTACT US

Includes all features plus :

Custom number of emails

Dedicated customer success manager

Customizable plan

Want to receive exclusive offers updates, and insider tips?

Don't miss out! Subscribe to our newsletter now and stay connected with the latest trends

and promotions.

Book your demo in a few simple clicks!
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All text include in Favizone web site ( Questions / Answers chat Gpt JSON format ):

{"prompt": "What is Favizone?", "completion": "Favizone is an advanced AI-powered turnkey

solution designed to enhance the performance of e-commerce businesses."}

{"prompt": "How can Favizone boost e-commerce success?", "completion": "Favizone can

boost e-commerce success by delivering personalized product recommendations to

customers across all website pages, templated email campaigns, and email marketing

automation."}

{"prompt": "What are the benefits of personalized product recommendations?", "completion":

"Personalized product recommendations increase e-commerce conversion rates, cart value,

and purchase recurrence."}

{"prompt": "How does Favizone increase the average order value?", "completion": "Favizone

increases the average order value by displaying upsell offers on product pages tailored to

customers' interests, encouraging them to upgrade their purchase."}

{"prompt": "What is cross-selling and how does Favizone help with it?", "completion":

"Cross-selling is suggesting complementary products that pair well with customers'

selections. Favizone's smart cart and post-purchase page suggest complementary products,

leading to increased cart value and more revenue per transaction."}

{"prompt": "Can Favizone provide tailored collections of best-sellers, new arrivals, and

promotions?", "completion": "Yes, Favizone provides tailored collections of best-sellers, new

arrivals, and promotions based on customers' interests, which increases engagement and

drives more sales."}

{"prompt": "How does Favizone retain customers on error pages or empty searches?",

"completion": "Favizone suggests alternative item options when customers land on error

pages or empty search results, helping to retain those customers and potentially convert

them into sales."}



{"prompt": "How does personalized product recommendations boost sales?", "completion":

"Favizone's innovative technology analyzes customers' browsing and purchasing behavior to

recommend products aligned with their interests and preferences. This increases customer

satisfaction and drives more sales."}

{"prompt": "What types of behavior does Favizone consider for recommendations?",

"completion": "Favizone recommends products based on behavior such as past purchases,

predicted interests, and even allows shoppers to pick up right where they left off with last

mile persistent browsing history recommendations."}

{"prompt": "Which e-commerce platforms does Favizone support?", "completion": "Favizone

supports Shopify, Big-Commerce, WooCommerce, and WordPress."}

{"prompt": "What services does Favizone offer?", "completion": "Favizone offers product

recommendations, email marketing solutions, pricing for product recommendations and

email recommendations, and the option to book a demo."}

{"prompt": "What is the contact information for Favizone?", "completion": "You can contact

Favizone at 0890109139 or via email at contact@favizone.com. They are located at 5 Rue

du Helder, 75009 Paris."}

{"prompt": "Does Favizone offer personalized email marketing solutions?", "completion":

"Yes, Favizone offers dynamic email automations and personalized campaigns to elevate

e-commerce stores and drive revenue."}

{"prompt": "How does Favizone use automation to boost conversions?", "completion":

"Favizone's all-in-one automation solution handles various tasks such as recovering

abandoned carts, reactivating dormant customers, re-engaging website visitors, and more to

boost conversions."}

{"prompt": "Can Favizone create personalized email campaigns?", "completion": "Yes,

Favizone's email marketing module allows you to create highly targeted email campaigns

based on customers' preferences and purchasing behavior history."}

{"prompt": "How can Favizone help reduce bounce rates?", "completion": "Favizone's

prebuilt features, such as hot products, order-based recommendations, visitor click history,



and best cross-sell products, help keep customers on your site longer and reduce bounce

rates."}

{"prompt": "How does Favizone increase repeat purchases?", "completion": "Favizone

recommends products based on behavior such as past purchases, predicted interests, and

last-mile persistent browsing history recommendations, increasing the likelihood of repeat

purchases."}

{"prompt": "Can Favizone provide tailored best-sellers, new arrivals, and promotions?",

"completion": "Yes, Favizone's recommendation engine offers tailored best-sellers, new

arrivals, and promotions based on each shopper's unique behavior, increasing customer

satisfaction."}

{"prompt": "Is it possible to customize the recommendation widget's design and placement?",

"completion": "Yes, Favizone allows you to customize the recommendation widget's design,

location, and strategy to fit into your website, and continuously test and optimize every

element."}

{"prompt": "Can recommendations be inserted across all pages of a website?", "completion":

"Yes, Favizone's Plug and Play feature allows you to strategically place recommendations in

different sections of your website."}

{"prompt": "Is there a preview mode available for recommendations?", "completion": "Yes,

Favizone offers a preview mode where you can easily preview the results of your

recommendations on your live store for instant quality assurance."}

{"prompt": "What are the pricing plans for Favizone's product recommendation engine?",

"completion": "Favizone offers Lite, Premium, Expert, and Custom pricing plans for its

product recommendation engine."}

{"prompt": "What features are included in the Lite plan?", "completion": "The Lite plan

includes up to 10k recommendations, all pages recommendations, prebuilt and customized

templates, personalized recommendations, live preview, online support, and a 30-day free

trial."}

{"prompt": "What features are included in the Premium plan?", "completion": "The Premium

plan includes everything in the Lite plan, plus up to 40k recommendations and managed

support, along with a 30-day free trial."}



{"prompt": "What features are included in the Expert plan?", "completion": "The Expert plan

includes everything in the Premium plan, plus up to 100k recommendations, a free custom

template, dedicated support, and a 30-day free trial."}

{"prompt": "Is it possible to create a custom plan based on specific needs?", "completion":

"Yes, for businesses requiring more than 100k recommendations, Favizone offers a custom

plan that can be tailored to specific needs."}

{"prompt": "What platforms does Favizone support for email marketing?", "completion":

"Favizone supports Shopify, Big-Commerce, WooCommerce, and WordPress for its email

marketing solutions."}

{"prompt": "What are the pricing plans for Favizone's email marketing module?",

"completion": "Favizone offers Lite, Premium, Expert, and Custom pricing plans for its email

marketing module."}

{"prompt": "What features are included in the Lite plan for email marketing?", "completion":

"The Lite plan includes up to 5k emails, an online email template builder, sales and analytics

dashboard, pre-built automations and campaigns, personalized recommendations, instant

preview, and online support, along with a 30-day free trial."}

{"prompt": "What features are included in the Premium plan for email marketing?",

"completion": "The Premium plan includes everything in the Lite plan, plus up to 40k

recommendations and managed support, along with a 30-day free trial."}

{"prompt": "What features are included in the Expert plan for email marketing?",

"completion": "The Expert plan includes everything in the Premium plan, plus up to 50k

emails, custom email templates, managed support, and a 30-day free trial."}

{"prompt": "Is there a custom plan option for email marketing?", "completion": "Yes, for

businesses requiring a custom number of emails, Favizone offers a custom plan with a

dedicated customer success manager and customizable pricing."}

{"prompt": "What is the purpose of the Lite pricing plan?", "completion": "The Lite pricing plan

is recommended for growing businesses to boost their sales with up to 10k

recommendations and various features."}



{"prompt": "What is the purpose of the Premium pricing plan?", "completion": "The Premium

pricing plan is recommended for growing businesses to boost their sales with up to 40k

recommendations and additional managed support."}

{"prompt": "What is the purpose of the Expert pricing plan?", "completion": "The Expert

pricing plan is recommended for big businesses to achieve maximum performance with up to

100k recommendations and dedicated support."}

{"prompt": "What is the purpose of the Custom pricing plan?", "completion": "The Custom

pricing plan allows businesses to create a plan tailored to their specific needs, with custom

features and pricing."}

{"prompt": "What does the Lite plan include for email recommendations?", "completion": "The

Lite plan for email recommendations includes up to 10k recommendations, all pages

recommendations, prebuilt and customized templates, personalized recommendations, live

preview, online support, and a 30-day free trial."}

{"prompt": "What does the Premium plan include for email recommendations?", "completion":

"The Premium plan for email recommendations includes everything in the Lite plan, plus up

to 40k recommendations and managed support, along with a 30-day free trial."}

{"prompt": "What does the Expert plan include for email recommendations?", "completion":

"The Expert plan for email recommendations includes everything in the Premium plan, plus

up to 100k recommendations, a free custom template, dedicated support, and a 30-day free

trial."}

{"prompt": "What does the Custom plan include for email recommendations?", "completion":

"The Custom plan for email recommendations is tailored to specific needs and can include a

custom number of recommendations along with custom features and pricing."}

{"prompt": "What is the purpose of the Lite plan for email marketing?", "completion": "The

Lite plan for email marketing is recommended for businesses that need up to 5k emails and

various features."}

{"prompt": "What is the purpose of the Premium plan for email marketing?", "completion":

"The Premium plan for email marketing is recommended for businesses that need up to 40k

recommendations and additional managed support."}



{"prompt": "What is the purpose of the Expert plan for email marketing?", "completion": "The

Expert plan for email marketing is recommended for big businesses that need up to 50k

emails and custom email templates."}

{"prompt": "What is the purpose of the Custom plan for email marketing?", "completion":

"The Custom plan for email marketing allows businesses to create a plan tailored to their

specific needs, with custom features and pricing."}

{"prompt": "What does the Lite plan include for product recommendations?", "completion":

"The Lite plan for product recommendations includes up to 10k recommendations, all pages

recommendations, prebuilt and customized templates, personalized recommendations, live

preview, online support, and a 30-day free trial."}

{"prompt": "What does the Premium plan include for product recommendations?",

"completion": "The Premium plan for product recommendations includes everything in the

Lite plan, plus up to 40k recommendations and managed support, along with a 30-day free

trial."}

{"prompt": "What does the Expert plan include for product recommendations?", "completion":

"The Expert plan for product recommendations includes everything in the Premium plan,

plus up to 100k recommendations, a free custom template, dedicated support, and a 30-day

free trial."}

{"prompt": "What does the Custom plan include for product recommendations?",

"completion": "The Custom plan for product recommendations is tailored to specific needs

and can include a custom number of recommendations along with custom features and

pricing."}

{"prompt": "How can I contact Favizone for custom plans or more information?",

"completion": "To discuss custom plans or obtain more information, you can reach out to

Favizone at 0890109139 or via email at contact@favizone.com."}

{"prompt": "Can I request a custom number of recommendations or emails?", "completion":

"Yes, you can request a custom number of recommendations or emails based on your

specific needs when considering a custom plan."}

mailto:contact@favizone.com


{"prompt": "What is the purpose of booking a demo with Favizone?", "completion": "Booking

a demo with Favizone allows you to see their solutions in action and understand how they

can benefit your e-commerce business."}

{"prompt": "What information do I need to provide to book a demo with Favizone?",

"completion": "To book a demo with Favizone, you will need to provide your full name, email

address, company name, phone number, the feature you want to discuss, your site's URL,

and any additional message you want to include."}

{"prompt": "Can I book a demo for multiple features at once?", "completion": "Yes, you can

book a demo for multiple features at once by specifying the features you want to discuss

when filling out the booking form."}

{"prompt": "How can I stay connected with Favizone's latest trends and promotions?",

"completion": "You can stay connected with Favizone's latest trends and promotions by

subscribing to their newsletter. They will send you exclusive offers, updates, and insider

tips."}

{"prompt": "Does Favizone offer a free trial for their solutions?", "completion": "Yes, Favizone

offers a 30-day free trial for their product recommendation and email marketing solutions."}

{"prompt": "What is included in the free trial period?", "completion": "During the free trial

period, you will have access to the features and capabilities of the chosen plan, allowing you

to experience the benefits of Favizone's solutions."}

{"prompt": "Can I upgrade or downgrade my plan after the free trial?", "completion": "Yes,

you can upgrade or downgrade your plan after the free trial period ends. You can discuss

your requirements with Favizone and make the necessary adjustments."}

{"prompt": "What kind of support does Favizone provide?", "completion": "Favizone provides

online support for their Lite plan and managed support for their Premium and Expert plans.

Custom plans may include dedicated support based on specific agreements."}

{"prompt": "What is the purpose of Favizone's Plug and Play feature?", "completion":

"Favizone's Plug and Play feature allows you to strategically place recommendations in

different sections of your website, enhancing the customer experience and driving

conversions."}



{"prompt": "Can I customize the design and location of the recommendation widget?",

"completion": "Yes, you can customize the design and location of the recommendation

widget to fit seamlessly into your website. Favizone allows you to customize these aspects

to align with your brand and optimize user experience."}

{"prompt": "Can I preview the results of my recommendations before implementing them?",

"completion": "Yes, Favizone provides a preview mode that allows you to see the results of

your recommendations on your live store, ensuring the quality and effectiveness before fully

implementing them."}

{"prompt": "What is Favizone's address in Paris?", "completion": "Favizone's address in Paris

is 5 Rue du Helder, 75009 Paris."}

{"prompt": "Does Favizone offer services for voice shopping?", "completion": "Yes, Favizone

offers services for voice shopping, allowing you to enhance the shopping experience through

voice-enabled interactions."}

{"prompt": "What are the platforms supported by Favizone?", "completion": "Favizone

supports Shopify, Big-Commerce, WooCommerce, and WordPress, providing compatibility

and integration with these e-commerce platforms."}


